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BOUNDED, CONSERVATIVE, LINEAR OPERATORS

AND  THE MAXIMAL GROUP

E.  P.  KELLY,  JR.  AND  D.  A.  HOGAN

Abstract. Let V denote a Banach space over the reals, B[V]

the bounded linear operators on K,/a linear functional defined on

a complete subspace, (/), of V. A conservative operator is an

element of the set ^,={T\TeB[V], T((f))c(f)}. In this setting
this paper extends some of the results of a recent paper by Rhoades

[Triangular summability methods and the boundary of the maximal

group, Math. Z. 105 (1968), 284-290]. In this setting necessary

and sufficient conditions are proven for Te&~f to be in the maximal

group of invertible elements, Jt'. Sufficient conditions are proven

for Te3~f to be in the boundary, ¡B, of Jt'. It is proven that 38 is

a multiplicative semigroup and if (/) is nontrivial, then Si is non-

convex. Two questions raised in the paper by Rhoades were

answered.

1. Introduction. It is conventional to call a bounded, linear operator

on the set of convergent sequences a conservative operator. In this paper

a conservative operator means a bounded, linear operator, T, on a

Banach space containing a complete subspace which is invariant under

T. Let F denote a Banach space over the reals, B[V] the bounded linear

operators on K,/a linear functional defined on a complete subspace, (/),

of V. Also the set of conservative operators are denoted as 3~f={T\TeB[V\,

A recent paper by Rhoades [2] presented an investigation of some of

the properties of the maximal group of invertible elements of the Banach

algebra of conservative, infinite, triangular matrices. This paper is an

extension of some of these properties to the setting in the previous para-

graph. Let Ji denote the maximal group of invertible elements of 3~f

and 38 the boundary of Jt'. Let the set of elements T maps into (/) be

denoted by (f)T, that is, (f)T={Ç\ÇeV, T(f)e(/)}.
Even though the results of this paper are motivated by [2], the structure

of STf in this paper is dependent on the linear functional/and more basic-

ally the Banach space V. The role of V is emphasized by considering

the following cases :

(1) K={f|f=(.*,, x2, • ■ -)ec, Xj=0 for j>n} where c is the space of

convergent real sequences, and / the limit functional with domain V.
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Then given TeB[c] such that F is a triangle as in [2], T$âS since T is

onto [3, p. 267];

(2) V=c, with the sup norm and fas in (1). Then there are triangles

TeB[c] such that Tea?. Such a F is the triangle A=[a4i], where au=\

for i=j and i=j+2 and a¡¡=0 otherwise. Note that in this case F satisfies

the conditions on Tx in the following Theorems 2 and 3.

2. Some properties of Jt and á?. It is readily verified that $~t is a

subalgebra of B[V]. Moreover, Ji is open, [3].

Lemma 1.   For Te3~~f, TeJÍ if and only if (f)T = (f) and T is invertible.

Proof. If T is invertible and (f)T=(f), it suffices to show that

T~1e^"f in order to conclude that TeJÍ. Since T is bounded^"1 is

bounded. If ae(/), then let r¡=T~1(<x). Then <x = T(rj) implies rjE(f)T = (f).

Now T^(a)E(f) implies a.e(f)T-i. Hence, (/)Ç(/)T-, or T^e&f.

Conversely, if TeJÍ, then Fis invertible. Since TE^f, (f)^(f)T. For

a.E(f)T, T(tx) = r]E(f). Hence, <x=T~1(r1)E(f), since T^eJI . Thus

(/)r£(/)and(/)r=(/).
The following lemma provides sufficient conditions for TeV to be an

element of âS.

Lemma 2.    Let Te3~f be such that

(i) S=ker T^{d} is such that V=S@T(V),

(ii) there is a bounded projection P of V onto S,

iiii) (/)r=(/)-
Then Te®.

Proof. Define Tn on V by Tn(a)=T(a)+P(a)¡n. Then TnE>T, for

each n since the sum of bounded conservative operators is a bounded

conservative operator.

Now for yEV, there exists <xeT(V), ßsS such that y=a+p\ Since

oleT(V), there is a feFsuch that a=F(f). But ÇeVimplies I=r5 + ?? for

some <5eF(K) and ??e,S, and tjeS implies T(r¡)=6. Hence, y=T(è) +

P(nß)jn or y = Tn(o+nß) and so T„ is onto F for each n. Also, Fn(<x) = 0

implies T(a.)=-P(a)ln and thus F^eS. Hence, F(a) = 0 and F(a) = 0

implying aekerP and oleS. Therefore, a=0 and Tn is one-to-one for

each n. Hence T~l exists for each n.

Now Tn(<x)E(f) implies F(a)+F(a)/«e(/). But P(a)/ne(/) for aeF

and thus F(<x)e(/). Now (iii) implies ae(/). Since Fn is conservative for

each n, then (/)rn = (/). Thus TnEJt for each n.

Now lim^^ 7'„"(a)=F(a) for all aeF. That is, (FX=i converges to T

and hence Fe^#. But ker Tj¿{6} implies T"1 does not exist and hence

T$Jt. Therefore, Te®.
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Even though the hypotheses of Lemma 2 seem rather strong, (i) is not

satisfied even for finite dimensional V whereas (i) and (ii) are both satisfied

if T is not the identity transformation and is a bounded projection on V.

Moreover, (ii) is satisfied for S = ker T being finite dimensional [1]. It

is readily seen that condition (iii) is not a necessary condition for T to be

in 38, since it is not satisfied by the null operator Z and Ze38. A necessary

condition for T to be in 38 is given in [3, Problem 39, p. 267]. An equiv-

alent condition for (ii) of Lemma 2 is given by Lemma 3.

Lemma 3. Let V denote a normed linear space where V=S@U. There

exists a bounded projection, P, of V onto U along S if and only if there

exists a real number k such that  \\y\\, ||f||=A:   when  yeU,   ÇeS  and

ly+fi-i.

Attention is now turned to results motivated by the results found in [2].

Lemma 4.   For Tx, T2eJ7, TxT2eJ7.

Proof. If Tx, T2eJl', then there exist sequences of elements in JÍ

which converge to T, and T2 respectively. Clearly the product sequence

converges to TXT2, implying TxT2eJi.

Lemma 5.   IfTyeJt, T2e38, then TxT2e38.

Proof. By Lemma 4, TXT2 is in JJ. Now TxT2eM and Ty^eJi

implies T2eJt', contradicting T2e38, since JÍ is open. Hence, TxT2e38.

Theorem 1.    38 is a multiplicative semigroup.

Proof. It suffices to show that 38 is closed under multiplication. If

Tx, T2e38, then Tx, T2eJ/ and by Lemma 4, TxT2eJl=Jt\j38. Suppose

TxT2eJi. Then TXT2 is invertible. Thus 7\ is onto and so Ty$38. Hence

the supposition is false and TxT2e38.

The following results pertain to one-to-one elements of 3Ü. These

elements cannot be range closed nor onto V [3, p. 267].

Theorem 2.    Let Txe38 be one-to-one. For T2e¿Ff, if

(i) T2(V)çTx(V),

(ii) Tx XT2 satisfies (i), (ii) of Lemma 2,

(iii)    T2((f))=Ty((f)),
(iv) (/)r2=CA

then T2e33.

Proof. Let T=TX1T2. Tx being one-to-one and (i) implies that T is

well defined. If xe(f), then T2(x)e(f) and T2(x)eT2((f))= 71((/)). Thus

it follows that Tx1T2(x)e(f) or xe(f)T. Hence, (f)^(f)T.
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If xE(f)T, then Tx1T2(x)E(f). Thus T2(x)E(f)Ti-^(f), since Tx is

one-to-one. Thus xE(f)Tt=(f) and (f)T^(f). Now (f)T=(f) and (ii)
implies by Lemma 2 that Te®. Thus by Theorem 1, T2=TxTe®.

In the above proof, TeB[V] follows from the closed graph theorem

since TXXT2 is closed. Also it is readily seen that condition (iv) can be

replaced by the weaker condition that T2(x)e(j)Ti-x implies that xE(f).

If F2 is one-to-one and in the Banach algebra A of [2] and (/)j-2 = (/),

then T2eJÍ. Hence in the following theorem condition (iv) of Theorem 2

will be replaced by the condition that T2 is one-to-one, which eliminates

the need of condition (ii).

Theorem 3.   Let Txe® be one-to-one. For T2e¿T{, if

(i) T2(V) = TX(V),
(ii) T2 is one-to-one,

(iii) T2((f))=Tx((fy),
then T2E®.

Proof. Let T = TxlT2. T is well defined. If xE(f), then T2(x)E(f).

Hence F2(x)eF2((/))=F1((/)). Thus Tx1T2(x)E(f) and so (f)^(f)T.

If xE(f)T, then TxxT2(x)E(f) implying T2(x)E(f)Ti-l = Tx((f)), since

Tx is one-to-one. Thus, by (iii), T2(x)ET2((f)) = (f)Ti-i, since F2 is one-

to-one. Hence xe(J) and (f)T^(f). Now (f)T=(f) and T being invert-

ible implies that TeJÍ. Thus by Lemma 5, T2=TxTe®.

Note by Lemma 5, for any real number a and Te®, u.T=(o.I)Te®,

where /denotes the identity element in B[V]. Thus it might be suspected

that ® is a linear space. This is not so by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.   If there exists a nonzero ole(j), then ® is nonconvex.

Proof. Now there exists a bounded projection Px of V onto (a) along

S=ker Px. Px is conservative since (a)Ç (/). Also, P2=I—PX is a bounded

conservative projection. It is clear that (f)p2=(f) since P2(a)e(f) implies

a—Px(a)E(f). Thus, by Lemma 2 it follows that P2e®.

Now for any s such that 0<e<l consider Px+el. Px+el is bounded

since Px and el are, and Px+el is onto. Also, (Px+el)(y)=6 if and only

if P1(y)=-^Y implying Px(y)=Pt(y)=-ePx(y) or (l+e)Px(y) = e. Thus,

Px(y) = e and so el(y)=6 or y=0. Hence (F,+e/)e^#. Now

||/\ - (Px + £/)||   =  ||e/||   - E ll/ll   = 8
implies Pxe®.

Now it follows that ® is nonconvex since \Px + \P2 = \IeJI'.

3. Further partition of 3~f. Let ./F* denote the complement of Ji in

STf. The following theorem locates the product TXT2 where TxejV and F2

is in either Ji', ® or 3~t.
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Theorem 5.   Let TxeJf.

(i) IfT2eJ/, then T2TX and TxT2eJf.

(ii) IfT2e3T1 and Tx is not l-l, then T2Txe^V\

(iii) IfT2e3t~f and Tx is not onto, then TxT2eJi.

(iv) !fTtef, and (f)Tl*(f), then T2TxeJV.
(v) T2e38 does not imply that T2Ty or TXT2 is in JT.

Proof, (i) If T2TxeJ/, then T2\T2Tx)=TxeJÏ contradicting TxejV.

Hence, T2TxeJi. Similarly TxT2ejV.

(ii) If Ty is not l-l, then T2Ty is not l-l implying that T2Ty$Jt. Hence

T2TyeJV.

(iii) If Ty is not onto, then TXT2 is not onto implying TxT2^Ji. Hence

TyT2ejV.

(iv) Now (f)Tl^(f)T¡Tl. Thus (f)Tl*(f) implies (f)TtTl*(f) and

thus T2Ty$Jl. Hence T2TxeJi.

(v) Since the null operator Ze38 and TXZ=ZTX=Z, T2e38 does not

imply that TXT2 or T2TX is in Jf.

As in [2] the question arises as to whether or not Jf is a multiplicative

semigroup. In the setting of this paper the answer is no. This is seen by

taking V to be the Banach space of bounded real sequences and taking

Ty =

0 0       0

1 0        0

0       1       0 T. =

0 1 0

0 0 1

0       0       0

Then Tx, T2ejV and T2Tx=IeJ¿.

4. Triangular matrix summability methods. In this section attention is

turned to questions raised in [2]. Consider the sequence of infinite matrices

{C(k)}, where cij(k) = oti, if i=j and i^k; cu(k)=\jk, if i—j and i>k;

c¡j(k)=0 otherwise; and {aj is a null sequence with a^O. Then each C(k)

is in the maximal group since each C(k) is a triangle and sums only

convergent sequences. It follows that liirij. C(k)=B=[bu], where è„ = a„

i=j, and èi3=0 otherwise. Hence Be38.

Consider the matrix C=[cij], where cu=c for i—j and ci3 = l for

i=j+2 and c^—O otherwise. It was shown in Theorem 5 of [2] that

CeJi if c>\, Ce38 if c=\ and CeJf if 0^c<l. Now for CeJf and

Be38, as in the preceding paragraph, BCe38. This can be seen by taking the

sequence of matrices {D(k)} from 38 defined by D(k)=[dij(k)], where
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dij(k) = cXi, for i=j and dij(k) = xi for z'=/+2 and i^k and du(k)=0

otherwise. Then Iim¿. D(k)=BC. This answers Conjecture 1 in [2].

Also, if the sequence {<xn} in the definition of B is taken to be {1/«}

and CeJí as in the above paragraph then 5C=[A„] where A0=c// for

i—j> hu=\lj+2 for i—j+2 and Ai3=0 otherwise. Thus for t={tn}, where

Í2n=0> '2„-i=(-l)"_1, (2«-l)c"-\ t(BC)={0}. This answers Conjecture

4(0 in [2].
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